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Objective: Chest pain is the second most common presenting symptom of visits to ED. Patients who present with chest pain have to wait for two 
negative sets of cardiac enzymes six hours apart before they can undergo stress echocardiogram prior to their discharges. The safety of undergoing a 
stress echocardiogram and discharging patients after a non significant change of cardiac enzymes were the aim of this study.
Methods: This is a retrospective study involving 300 patients arriving to Cooper Hospital with chest pain during the last 6 months of 2010. The 
patients are included if they have low to intermediate risk for coronary artery disease. Exclusion criteria included patients presenting with chest pain 
in the presence of tachyarrhythmia, pulmonary edema, ischemic changes on ECG and patients with baseline CK-MB and troponin meeting criteria 
for AMI.We compared two groups of patients based on the timing of the second set of cardiac enzymes. The baseline troponin and CKMB levels were 
compared to their levels at 3h or 6h.3 h delta enzymes were compared to 6 h delta enzymes in terms of presentation and adverse outcomes on 
presentation and at 30 days.
Results: The 2 groups were similar in terms of baseline demographic characteristics, cardiovascular risk factors. The 3h delta enzymes group 
includes 188 patients and the 6h group includes 112 patients. The mean age is 51.There was no difference between the 2 groups in terms of 
cardiovascular risk factors. 10.6 % of patients in 3h group vs 1.8% in 6h group were identified to have remote history of MI and PCI (P= 0.1).96% 
of patients have a normal ECG. There were no adverse outcomes in both groups. None of the patients discharged after 3 hours of presentation had 
required readmissions at 30 days for major adverse outcomes (MI, PCI, CABG, Arrhythmias) or death. There was also no statistical difference in terms 
of change in CKMB levels at 3 hours or 6 hours (P value 0).
Conclusion: It appears to be safe to perform a stress echocardiogram after 3 hours of presentation on patients with low to intermediate 
cardiovascular risk and no significant change of cardiac enzymes. No adverse outcomes have been noticed on presentation and 30 days after 
discharge.
